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iwi life products are designed to stack. Add up to 4 products and receive up to 20% discount!


	Select up to four iwi life products
	Add to cart
	Save up to 20% and enjoy!
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          Get brighter brain energy from nourishing fats and key vitamins in this clever blend.
            

              

      Regular price
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          True DHA omega-3 from algae to nourish your brain, eyes, and body.
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          Delivers 50% better absorption than fish, krill, or other forms of algae oil.
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          Nourish your heart with clinically studied AlmegaPLÂ® EPA  for supporting healthy heart and cardiovascular function.*
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          Maintain your mobility with this daily support.
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          The most powerful Omega-3 on the planet. Also the best Omega-3 for the planet.
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          Your favorite omega-3, now in an easier-to-swallow mini size.
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          A higher DHA blend to support post-exercise muscle recovery.
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          Support healthy development for your baby.
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          All the benefits of krill oil with zero harm to the environment.
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        Build Your Own Bundle

        
            ONE TIME PURCHASE

            

        

        
            HOW MANY BOTTLES DO YOU NEED

            
                
                    10% OFF

                    2 Bottles
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                    4 Bottles

                

            

            You have reached the maximum of bottles in your bundle.
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        frequently asked questions

    
    
    
            
                
                    Can I take multiple iwi life products in the same day, like the Multi, Brain, and Joint?

                

                 
  

 
                 
  

 
            

            
                  Yes! iwi life formulas are made to be stacked. Create the custom routine that helps you meet your health goals faster by layering the nutrition in iwi lifeâ€™s focused formulas.

            

        

                
                    
                        What are some popular product bundles?

                    

                     
  

 
                     
  

 
                

                
                    Here are some products that our customers love taking together:

Eye + Brain

Heart + Men's Multi or Women's Multi

Heart + DHA

                

            

                
                    
                        Can I stack bundles with coupons or promotions?

                    

                     
  

 
                     
  

 
                

                
                    Because these bundles already give you a great discount, no other sales or promotions will apply to the purchase of these bundles. However, iwi life Loyalty Points can be applied--great news for iwi life super-fans!

                

            

                
                    
                        Can I subscribe to my bundle?

                    

                     
  

 
                     
  

 
                

                
                    We love how you think! We are working to make this an option in the near future.
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